SPITFIRE
MODEL KIT 1727

The Spitfire was one of Great Britain’s famous fighters during World War II. Its fame was gained during the Battle of Britain. Its maximum speed was 408 m.p.h. at 25,000 feet.

JUST FOLLOW THE EASY STEPS, YOU DON’T NEED CEMENT ON THIS SNAPITITE MODEL.

1. RIGHT FUSELAGE IR
   - PIN
   - SEAT 7
   - PILOT 6
   PRESS PILOT 6 INTO SEAT 7.
   PUSH SEAT AND PILOT BETWEEN PINS ON FUSELAGE IR.

2. LEFT FUSELAGE 1L
   - RIGHT FUSELAGE 1R
   - EXHAUST 8R
   SNAP FUSELAGE 1R AND 1L TOGETHER.
   SNAP EXHAUSTS 8R AND 8L INTO FUSELAGE - PUT REAR END IN FIRST, THEN PRESS FRONT END IN PLACE.

3. PUSH STABILIZER 4 INTO SLOT.
   SNAP RUDDER 5 INTO PLACE.
4
SNAP WING BOTTOM 2 INTO PLACE.

5
PRESS WING TOPS 3R AND 3L onto WING BOTTOM.

6
PRESS WHEEL 12 onto STRUT 13R.
PRESS STRUT INTO WING BOTTOM.
DO THE SAME FOR OTHER WHEEL 12 AND STRUT 13L.

7
SNAP CLEAR CANOPY INTO PLACE.
SNAP PROPELLER 10 OVER PIN.
PRESS HUB 11 onto PROPELLER.
SPIN THE PROPELLER.

MARKINGS: APPLY SELF-STICK DECALS TO MODEL AS SHOWN ON THE BOX TOP.